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Regenerative Injection Therapy, also known as prolotherapy, is a relatively simple, minimally invasive intervention for the rebuilding of axial and peripheral joint connective tissue. Various substances, most prominently dextrose, can be utilized, via injection, to stimulate regeneration of injured and/or degenerated ligaments, tendons, and cartilage. This article attempts basic review of the evidence supporting usefulness of this procedure.

Basic science – wound healing cascade

Long established understandings in the basic sciences explain the wound healing cascade as a process stimulated by inflammation. In concentrations greater than 10%, dextrose has long been utilized as an osmotic shock agent – a thicker substance to burst some cells in a locale and spill inflammatory eicosanoids and other substances. This simple act signals an immune response that results in a 3-5 day inflammatory cascade, followed by 2-4 weeks of fibroblast activity. Fibroblasts are specialized white blood cells that can lay down new, healthy collagen in the area of new injury or RIT injection. This long understood principle of localized inflammation and tissue repair is the basis of how injuries repair on their own. Because many injuries and degenerative processes do not fully heal on their own, prolotherapy has long utilized inflammation and any reasonable means of tissue disruption to re-start the body’s own ability to grow new connective tissue.

It is worth emphasizing that tissue disruption is perhaps almost as important as osmotic shock to the stimulation of inflammation and new growth. Acupuncture can involve an ancient technique of “bone-pecking” or “osteopuncture” that involves needle disruption at bony attachments of connective tissue. Tissue is thus disrupted mechanically by the needle and a healing cascade.
is initiated. This dry needle approach to tissue disruption for tissue regeneration has recently been independently re-discovered by Levon N. Nazarian, MD, Professor of Radiology at Jefferson Medical College, Thomas Jefferson University, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.\textsuperscript{7,8} During a study using ultrasound to visualize steroid elbow and knee injections, repeated injections on volunteers could not safely be repeated over and over with steroid, and the resultant repeated dry needling was empirically found to cause improvement. A randomized controlled trial is underway. And there are other studies in the medical literature that demonstrate the regeneration stimulating effect of peppering connective tissue with dry needles.\textsuperscript{9} This tissue-disruption prolotherapy principle is also the basis for several surgical techniques. Surgeons mechanically abrade rotator cuff tendons to stimulate growth in cases of tendinosis (tendon degeneration and thinning). Surgical techniques for thinning and degeneration of the achilles tendon utilize similar mechanical disruption methods.\textsuperscript{10,11,12} Returning from the realm of open surgical techniques to that of injection, an understanding of the mechanism of prolotherapy is enlightened by the fact that injection of any liquid amplifies the tissue disrupting effect of dry needles. Thus, acupuncture physicians in China inject water and other fluids in situations that we may recognize as akin to those in which prolotherapy is used here.\textsuperscript{13} One recent study in the journal \textit{Spine}\textsuperscript{14} found both dextrose and saline injections more effective than surgery, spinal cord stimulators or multidisciplinary back clinics in treating gradually worsening low back pain of over 14 years duration; the dextrose group was 28\% more successful by some parameters, but the “control” group with voluminous saline injection also had statistically very significant results in ameliorating long standing back pain. The large volume of saline injected had tissue disrupting effects to stimulate tissue repair.

Since I am now introducing the basic science foundations of prolotherapy, I will here add that there is basic sciences reasoning for adding nutrients to the fluid used to disrupt tissues and initiate inflammation. Vitamins B-12 and folic acid are rate limiting nutrients for DNA replication\textsuperscript{15}, and they can thus be injected in this patient’s case to supply these key bottle-neck nutrients at the site of stimulated ligament repair. They also both have anti-neuropathic effects, facilitating repair of nerve tissues in the painfully sensitized ligaments and tendons.\textsuperscript{16,17,18} Glucosamine sulfate can also reasonably be added to RIT injections to augment collagen synthesis.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{Basic science – growth factors}

The other major mechanism of prolotherapy action is that of
growth factor recruitment. Growth factors are substances native to the human body that participate in facilitation of tissue growth. One used routinely in the daily practice of medicine is the injection of the growth factor erythropoietin to help patients with anemia to produce more normal red blood cells. Perhaps the most known to the public is human growth hormone, but numerous others have been studied in the basic sciences and in the emerging science of biologic therapies. Numerous large pharmaceutical concerns are in a rush to manufacture recombinant growth factors for use in medicine, but initially more for lucrative markets in regrowth of skin for burn victims and treatment of certain heart diseases. However, simpler, less costly methods already harness growth factors. Blood is a carrier of a more concentrated amount of some of these growth factors, and it is therefore used to fill a knee after arthroscopic knee surgery as a means of stimulating growth of joint tissue. This is a form of prolotherapy via growth factors. A blood patch is routinely applied to inadvertent dural punctures as a way of attracting and concentrating growth factors and speeding repair of the punctured dura. This is a form of prolotherapy via growth factors. But growth factors can also be stimulated and recruited to ligament and other joint tissue by brief exposure to extracellular dextrose, even at less than inflammatory concentrations. This is the growth factor mechanism of action for dextrose prolotherapy, and is highlighted in a series of 3 randomized controlled trials of non-inflammatory joint prolotherapy.

Animal studies

Prolotherapy has been performed unilaterally on animal ligaments and tendons in studies which have then harvested the treated tissues and compared them to those on the other side. Laboratory testing of the harvested ligaments and tendons found bulk, width, tissue strength, and tissue to bone strength all greatly improved with prolotherapy. For example, one of the studies found knee medial collateral ligament mass eventually increased by 47% after inflammatory prolotherapy injection.

Human studies

Three controlled studies of non-inflammatory prolotherapy, mentioned above, attained statistically significant results in knees and finger joints. Without contradicting the added value of inflammation, these studies were intended to establish the value of growth factor stimulating nutrients (low concentration dextrose) and tissue disruption by fluid.

Eight other studies that I will discuss below utilized inflammatory prolotherapy. They have generally tried to fit into
the dominant research mode of comparing results of testing some injection method against a control somehow presumed to be of no value. Thus injection with an inflammatory substance has been compared to dry needling or injection of saline or anesthetic only. For prolotherapy, like for acupuncture, this method is inherently flawed, as any needling, especially with fluid disruption of tissue, is understood to have therapeutic value. Nevertheless, even with such inherent paradoxical limitations, the studies almost entirely supported the scientific validity of inflammatory prolotherapy. Of course, as with all scientific research, the studies to be considered on their individual merits:

Two low back studies with good coverage of ligaments related to both low back and leg pain revealed an impressive 60% sustained reduction in pain and disability after 12 month follow-up.25,26 Another study by a rheumatologist inadequately versed in prolotherapy had lesser results and has been criticized for injecting only leg pain related ligaments while excluding leg pain patients from the study.

I mentioned above a study from the journal Spine.14 It drew extensive criticism from within the world of prolotherapy (see attached letters to the editor of Spine) for numerous procedural irregularities in the delivery of prolotherapy injections, and, perhaps most importantly, for questioning the value of the inflammatory dextrose effect because of the great value of the saline control injections. However, it was notable that the dextrose injections were nevertheless 28% more effective in certain measurements, and that both the saline and the dextrose injections had magnificent effects in ameliorating low back pain in severe, long-term cases that were documented ahead of time to have been gradually worsening. And, this and other studies that seek injection placebo controls all fail to take into account the growth factor stimulating and tissue proliferating effects of needling, micro-bleeding, and tissue disruption via fluid (and this study used large amounts of fluid – 3 cc per site). Some skeptics have tried to contextualize these results as disproving prolotherapy, though this tact is bankrupt in light of the fact that results in resolution of back pain were excellent.

Three studies with prolotherapy injection of intervertebral discs had statistically significant results to again support the scientific validity of prolotherapy. One pilot study in The Spine Journal in 2003 treated patients with prolotherapy immediately after receiving diagnostic discography and had good results after 12 month follow-up.28 A 2004 study in Pain Physician used IDET in a control group, with the prolotherapy group demonstrating superior outcomes.29 Both used an inflammatory level of dextrose and local anesthetic, together with the sulfur-bearing
nutrients DMSO, glucosamine sulfate, and chondroitin sulfate. A 2006 study in *Pain Physician* with an average of 3.5 discal injections, using just dextrose and local anesthetic, yielded an average of 71% improvement in numeric pain scores.\(^{30}\)

A 2005 study of puboischial groin muscle tenoperiosteal tears in elite kicking sport athletes appeared in the *Archives of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation*.\(^{31}\) Quick and lasting results added to the evidence for dextrose prolotherapy.

A 2005 study in *Pain Physician* by a neurosurgeon on the staff of Mass General had similarly supportive results. This single blinded, randomized and cross-over study characterized prolotherapy as a “minimally invasive” therapy aimed at periosteal trigger points at sites of enthesopathy. As with most all of the scientific studies, success rates were high, in this case 80%.\(^{32}\)

Yet another 2005 study that only 3 dextrose prolotherapy reversed cervical ligamentous instability.\(^{33}\)

Other scientific articles could be discussed here, with a more thorough discussion available in other review articles such as the one in the journal *Biomechanics*, September 2004.\(^{34}\)

**Conclusions**

A substantial amount of evidence exists for the use of Regenerative Injection Therapy or prolotherapy. This includes basic science understandings, animal studies and an array of human studies. This literature deserves further study regarding the appropriateness of placebo arms, about injection techniques and solutions utilized in each study, and about the mixing of therapies in some older studies. Those issues are beyond this introductory review. Further discussion of this body of evidence is thus called for.
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